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Thirteen students from Beaver will display their
work which is the largest exhibit of the year
Garnetta Lovett will show African prints while Jill
Goldman another printmaker will display her work
utilizing boxes and cubes Other printmakers are
Robyn Forbes and Sandra Dadura
The painters exhibiting their work are Madelyn
Greco Janet Nehring Carolyn Wilhelm and Ann
Sullivan Wendy Beckwith an interior design ma-
jor will show her projects involving cities Barbara
Hook Donna Gaas and Barbara Hochberg are the
other senior interior design majors who will display
their work Graphic design major Rene Schulten
will have on exhibit her book covers and jackets
Each of the students work is the culmination of
four years study in one of the four areas of the
department Mr Jack Davis Chairman of the Fine
Arts Department said that much of the work is
done independently Students write research papers
describing the relationship of their project to the
general art historical situation and discuss the theo
ries behind their work explained Mr Davis
All faculty students and staff are urged to at-
tend the opening Refreshments will be served and
the exhibition lasts from May 11 to May 12
The goverimient department has
made changes in course offerings
beginning in the 1972 1973 aca
demic year History 29 Modern
Comparative Nationalism and
History 32 The Modern Middle
East will be dropped and History
15 Chinese Civilization and His-
tory 19 The Modern Far East
also listed as Government 19 will
be substituted for them
attaching electrodes to his head
and amplifying the sounds
His appearance at Beaver fore-
shadows the New Music series one
of three new concert series which
the music department will sponsor
next year 72-73 The New Mu-
sic concerts will offer different
statements of the Avante Garde
music The New Music and Avante
Garde of the twentieth century are
areas of music which are side
tracks from the mainstream of
contemporary music in their new
combinations devices and tech-
niques
Each of the Beaver concerts will
be showcase for experimental
forms and totally unheard new
compositions Avante Garde mu-
sicians such as Michael Ostrowski
and Aansen Kenny in another ap
pearance will appear in conjunc
tion with the series Milton Bab
bitt although not an Avante Garde
composer will appear since he is
part of the twentieth century New
Music
by Susan Smith
The speaker for the 1972 Boa-
ver College commencement will be
ambassador George Bush who is
the Permanent Representative of
the United States to the United
Nations Mr Bush was appointed
to his position by President Rich-
ard Nixon in 1970
He has done work for the United
Nations in several European capi
tals in the fields of economics and
sociology and comes from back-
ground of politics In 1966 he was
elected to represent the seventh
district of Texas in the 90th Con-
gress After his re-election in
1968 Mr Bush was selected to
serve on the House Ways and
Means Committee During the
91st Congress Mr Bush was ap
pointed as delegate to the Meyi
can-United States Inter-Phrliamen
tary Conference by the Speaker of
the Home
Mr Bu.sh will speaic at the corn-
mencement exercises which will
begin at 30 p.m on Sunday May
21 1972 He will also be awarded
an honorary Doctorate of Law de
gree from Beaver College
Mrs Florence Plummer retir
ing Dean of Students will receive
an honorary Doctorate of Humane
Letters and Dr Arthur Camp-
bell Seely Mudd Professor of
Chemistry and Chairman of the
Department of Chemistry at Har
vey Mudd College will receive an
honorary Doctorate of Science
Dr Campbell is internationally
recognized as one of the outstand-
ing chemistry teachers in United
States He received the Manufac
turing Chemists Award in 1962 and
the National American Chemical
Society Award for the teaching of
Chemistry in 1972 His research
interests have been supported by
by kene Hoff ran
was inaugurated with the perform-
ance of the modern jazz trio on
the evening of May Carmen
Gasparo on guitar Buddy Spilker
on bass and Grant McAvoy on the
drums comprise this trio which
will be in residence at Beaver next
year
The trio will form the nucleus
of the jazz concerts Individuals
like Clark Terry trumpet Zute
Simms saxophone Urby Green
trombone Phil Woods saxo
phone Paul Desmond and Dave
Baubeck will play with the nucleus
trio
Roland Fiori an opera conduc
tor will direct an orchestra and
singers in the third music series
Each of the five concerts will be
performed with professional or-
chestra and singers from the Acad
emy of Vocal Arts The concerts
will be pasticcios in which unre
lated and related excerpts of
operas will be performed without
scenery
related in historical context to time
periods e.g Baroque and Early
Classical being studied in music
classes The parallel between live
performances and classwork will
better enable students to discover
underlying themes and trends of
numerous fellowships including
Guggenheim Fellowship 1963-64
and an NSF Faculty Fellowship
1970-71
The invocation will be said by
the Reverend Leon Sullivan
chairman of the board of directors
of the Opportunitica Industrializa
tin Centre His wife Grace is
member of the graduating class
Dr John Spahr will say the
benediction He is the minister of
the First Presbyterian Church in
Levittown New Jersey His daugh
ter Charmane is also member
of the graduating class
reception will be held from
1130 a.m to 1230 p.m at Grey
Towers Castle for the graduates
and their guests luncheon will
follow from 1230 p.m to 130 p.m
live performances by the Amado
String Quartet which also will be
in residence next year
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Thesis Exhibit At Spruance
by Irene Heifrano
The Senior Thesis Exhibition will open Thursday




This is the last issue of the
Ambassador of the United
States to the United Nations
George Bush will speak at
commencement on Sunday
May 21
Twu Oriental Hishiiry CuursRs
To Be Offered Next Year
the modern history of Japan
China Korea and Indo-China
There will be emphasis on the re
action of the East to the West the
problems of modernization institu
tional changes international rela
tions and the impact of revolu
tionary ideologies
Since the department can offer
only limited number of non-west-
em history courses it is felt that
Chinese Civilization to be offered the two new courses would best
first semester will be an exami- fill large gap in our course offer-
nation of the major features of ings and at the same time have
Chinese history and culture from the greatest appeal for the stu
the early dynasties to the modem dents said Uoyd Abernethy
period including intellectual foun- acting chairman for the Depart-
dations social and political organ- ment of History and Government
ization and economic changes The department has hired part-
The Modern Far East the second time instructor Mr Johnathan
semester offering will be study Goldstein to teach both of the
of the main developments shaping courses
Beaver News for the 1971-1972
school year For those seniors
who are graduating the editor-
ml staff would like to wish you
success and the best of luck in
all future endeavors To those
of you returning in the fall the
newspaper will resume publics-
tion in September
Rave Happy Summer
Kenny Teaches Symphony Session
Aansen Kenny string bass
player and Avante Garde corn-
poser will appear today May
for the 12 30 p.m Symphony class
and the college community in the
library lecture room Mr Kenny
will present statements of Avante
Garde music One of his own
statements will be In the form of
in informal session This series certs will be added to the series of
Seltzer Wins
Chew Award
At the 37th a.nnxal meeting of
the Intercollegiate Student Chem
ists held at Moravian College on
April 22 Jane Seltzer Beaver
chemistry major was awarded first
prize in the Analytical Chemistry
Division Her paper was entitled
Reverse Phase Thin Layer
Chromatographic Separation of
Surfactants from Waste Animal
Fats
The paper was co-authored by
Marsha Fisch Beaver biology
major now at Eastern Michigan
Qarol Muller and Raquel Sehwarz wifi spend next semester at the
Institute for American Universities in Aix-en-Provence in
Southern France 17 miles north of Marseille Both girls will
be enrofted in course of study centered en European Civiliza
tion While perfecting their French the girls will study history
art economies political science and literature
Each of these pasticcios will be University and Dr Arthur
The second series of concerts particular eras of music
will present modern jazz groups These three new series of con-
Breyer chairman of the depart-
meat of chemistry and physics
Janes first prize paper was se
lected out of 23 presented at the
meeting Another Eeaver student
Effle Nicas also presented paper
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The Beaver News is weakly publication by
and for Beaver students and does not necessarily
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ime to fl4ovc .Jorwarc/
Upon entering college freshmen are usu
ally given advice concerning academics and
social life on the campus Most freshmen en-
ter ooliege with great deal of enthusiasm
for their school and finally four years later
as seniors when commencement is upon them
they look back in retrospect and ask with
more skepticism than enthusiasm Was it
worth it
In pondering this question each student
must actually consider whether she herself
made the past four years worthwhile
Throughout the time span from freshman to
senior year the weekly grind may have
caused some to all short of expectations but
for the most part the effort was there in one
form or another
It is not matter of questioning Beaver
anymore for that is not the point Every
college has its good and bad qualities What
each graduating senior must ask herself is
whether she used the facilities of the school
to her best advantage She must consider
whether or not she accepted the school for
what is was or whether she took the iniatia
tive to try to change what she herself felt
was necessary
Looking back the graduating class of
1972 may question Beaver as school but
commencement constitutes moving on and
serves as time of question when each in
dividual must consider herself in terms of
the college It is now time to move forward
D.J.B
_4 Quiet L1rar
An interesting thing happened at Beaver College
on May Day That was the day on which new
policy was instituted by the Atwood Library It is
policy of exceptional note because it makes things
little bit easier for Beaver students during the
week of final exams
The new policy restricts high school students
from extensive use of the library during the May
through exam week period As result there are
no longer giggling groups of roaming would-be Juli
ets searching for their boisterous juvenile Romeos
seen or heard in our library With these distract
ing elements removed Beaver students are free to
study in peace Another advantage is that Beaver
students will no longer experience frustration at
discovering that much needed book is in use by
high schooler
Finally something has happened at Beaver which
should make every faction of the college community





would like to share with my
fellow students very rewarding
experience that had this year
After floundering about in various
campus activities which left me
dissatisfied by chance became
involved in wIunteer work at
Philadelphia State Hospital Two
other Beaver students and went
every Thesday afternoon Not hav
ing any psychology background
was afraid that would not be
much help However quickly dis
covered that just giving little of
yourself an few hours of your
time week can mean great deal
to people forgotten by others The
hospital staff also showed their ap
preciation for our assistance
If you would like to do some
thing truly worthwhile and reward






Academy of Music Brosd and Locust Streets
Wednesday May 10 830 p.m Marilyn Home
soprano
Friday May 12 830 p.m Swan Lake Kirov
Ballet Film
Sunday May 14 p.m Horaclo Guiterrez
pianist
p.m John Sebastian and Cheech and Chong
Thesday May 16 830 p.m Isaac Stern violinist
Friday May 19 and Saturday May 20 830 p.m
Mikado by the Savoy Opera Company
Spectrwn Broad and Pattison Avenue
Thursday May 11 p.m Jethro ThU
Friday May 12 p.m Stephen Stills
DRAMA
SocIety lull Playhouse gO South Eight Street
May through 20 No Exit and Hope Is the Thing
With Feathers
Cheltenliam Playhouse 439 Ashbourne Road Jhel
tenham
May through 27 840 p.m Lysistrata
Walnut Street Theatre and Walnut Streets
May through 14 Only Fools Are Sad
EXHIBITIONS
Friends historical Library Swarthmore College
May through June Early Swarthmore
May 15 through Fall 1972 John Woolman exhibit
Philadelphia Museum of Art 26 and Benjamin
Franklin Parkway
May through 14 Theodore Gericauit
Civic Center 34 and Civic Center Boulevard
May 14 through June 11 Young In Art
FU..MS
Van Pelt Auditorium Philadelphia Museum of Art
26 and Benjamin Franidin Parkway
Saturday May 13 11 a.m The Caine Mutiny
Saturday May 20 11 a.m The Castle
Whitaker Laboratory Auditorium Lehigh University
Friday May 12 and 903 p.m You Cant Cheat
An Honest Man
730 and 11 p.m Pierrot Le Fou
Friday May 19 and 1015 p.m The Prime of
Miss Jean Brodie
815 p.m and 1215 a.m Pumpkin Eater
Packard Laboratory Auditorium Lehigh University
Saturday May 13 and 1015 p.m Rosemarys
Baby
830 p.m The Committee
Tuesday May 16 and 930 p.m Take the
Money and Run
830 p.m The Frankenstein Saga
Saturday May 20 and 10 p.m 2001 Space
Odyssey
Walnut Street Theatre and Walnut Streets
Monday May 15 730 p.m The Shop Around the
Corner
930 p.m The Philadelphia Story
Monday May 22 730 p.m Its Wonderful Day
Channel 12
TELEVISION
Saturday May 13 10 p.m Our Daily Bread
Saturday May 20 10 p.m Yojimbo
The English departmenl- has approved giving
six credis for Twentieth Century Literature in
English from Modernism to New Voices Since
World War II which is given in London durng the
summer The course is offered through the Lehigh
Regional Consortium for Graduate Education and
is taught by Dr Patrick Hazard
Ienate News
The April 17 1972 meeting
The glee club concert which was
held jointly with Rutgers Univer
sity Gree Club marked new phase
in the development of Beavers vo
cal corps
The must striking performance
and the number which seems to
best characterize the new spirit of
the cldb is that taken from Thor
oughly Modern Millie It was
bright and energetic and best of
all it was fun The new spirit was
also seen in many of the old num
bers It was prevalent enough to
change not too aeger listener in
to an avid and proud fan
To the Beaver Glee Club now Discussion on Car Committee
that youve got that brightness and




Dr Wennberg has an equal en-
thusiasm for learning that takes
place outside the classroom Con-
sequently he has encouraged at-
tendance at presentations given by
the school and by the outside corn-
munity Watching the rehearsal
for local production of The
Imaginary Invalid formed part of
our introduction to the comedy of
Moliere similarly we were made
aware of relevant plays produc
tions and lectures by other depart-
rnents and the times of class meet-
ings were changed when neces
sary so that we could take adva.nt
age of these
This lack of restriction
to the
atmosphere of the classroom
has
also been evident in
Dr Wenn
bergs willingness to help
the mdi-
vidual student and to offer sug
gestions if she
would like to do
further work on her own His goal
seems to be the development
of an
interest in the subject matter that
will continue after the course
is
over We feel that this is an atti
tude toward learning to which Ben-
ver hopes to expose
all of its stu
dents and therefore that
Dr
Wennberg is too valuable an as-










As Senior of Beaver College
find it only fitting to reflect
back
upon and evaluate my years at
Beaver ask myself as perhaps
many seniors What have
gained most from my education
at
Beaver
My response tends to be very
concise Beaver has taught me
how to think And when speak
of Beaver my mind cant help but
be reminded of the many fine pro-
fessors which Ive had over the
past years yet my mind seems to
focus particularly
in on man
whom shall always greatly re
spect and admire and whom at
the same time Ill always be able
to call my friend This man is
responsible most for having
in-
stilled in me the desire to learn
and to think
THANK YOU DR WENN
BERG




to try and produce young intelli
gent women who will strive to be-
come increasingly more cognizant
of the world around
theu have
never found cause to degrade Ben-
ver as an eduatioflnl institution
for have always believed in and
supported her ideals
but the time
having come for the release
of
some of Beavers finest educators
ask is it also not the
time for
reflection and reconsideration on
the part of the administration
and
faculty as to the
future of Beaver
College My main complaint lies
in the fact that Beaver students
opinions and suggestions are
not
received seriously although we
are led to believe they are Are
not college students mature enough
to serve on decision making corn
mittees along with faculty
and ad-
ministration members Students
are expected to respect
administra
tion and faculty opinion despite
the fact that at times they appear
irrational and unjust yet is the




Does it not seem somewhat on
realistic to think that an adminis
trator or faculty member is more
knowledgeable as to what type of
instruction actually goes on in the
classroom This seems to me to
be the students role And if the
student isnt of adequate maturity
to evaluate her course and profes
sor then she is not in my opmnio
college material
The distressing Case of
Wennberg has also greatly
Continued on Page Col
BEAVER NEWS
To the Editor
In the past few months have
been increasingly alarmed by the
rumors spreading across campus
about professors being forced to
leave next year because
of lack of
tenure am especially concerned
because Dr Wennberg chairman
of the foreign language depart-
ment is leaving no rumor
dont understand why and feel
helpless to do anything because
know that no one in the adminis
tration will listen to me or offer
any other explanation than pro
fessional ethics or financial rea
Sons
It is sad that Beaver College in-
stead of improving its academic
reputation is ruining its chances
of doing so by making Dr Wenn
berg and other invaluable profes
sors leave It is even sadder that
students can only watch from afar
in despair as their particular de
partment dwindles down to little
or nothing
As French major feel qualm-
fled to speak intelligently about
Dr Wennbergs teaching ability
He is one of the very few profes
sors at Beaver College who makes
me think and experience my edu
cation not just in the classroom
but outside as well He exposes
students to relevant issues and
relates whatever the class is study-
ing to today He is concerned with
me as an individual and every
other student here regardless of
her major Students that have
taken honors colloquia or special
seminars with him certainly feel
that he is more than qualified
Dr Wennberg makes Beaver Col
lege little more bearable for me
and it will be tragic loss if he
leaves
But Im tired of crusading for
each good professor that is facing
this situation Why arent there
students on committees that can
have say as to which professor
stays or leaves At least say in
who says Who knows better than
the students which teacher is val
uable or irrelevant Other col
leges and universities have the de
cency to consult the students
and
listen to their wishes After all
we are the ones who have to sit in
class Im not proposing that only
students should evaluate and de
dde on each professor but as it
stands now we are like sheep
herded from one administrator to
another without getting any ans
wers much less solutions was
shocked to hear that we came so
far with Mr MoPer
As student interested in lib
eral arts education want the
best tlat Beaver can offer And
if this is Beavers best then
would seriously reconsider staying
here as so many students have al
ready done And certainly would
reconsider what would tell future
students about Beaver College
know that what have said is
nothing new to anyone We all
know what Beaver is like now and
how it will be in very short time
If Beaver is foolish enough to let
professors go right and left with-
out student consideration then
expect to hear shortly that Ben-
vers academic rating is compar




As members of Dr Wennbergs
Honors Colloquium we wish to
voice our protest at his dismissal
from the college faculty As
professor Dr Wennberg manages
to transmit his own interest in his
subject to every member of the
classroom His efforts to make his
courses interesting result in real
desire to learn on the part of his
students His encouragement of
the exchange of ideas convinces
each member of the importance of
her own contribution to the class
through individual research as well
as through discussion through
participating rather than simply
absorbing
To the Editor
of the Senate was called to or-
der at 430 p.m in Boyer The
minutes of the inst meeting
were approved by the Senate
The Senate elected new mem
bers to the Forum Committee
These members are Wendy
Alexson Susan Campbell Jayne
Osgood Janyce Shatz and Me-
lissa Yanover
The By-laws for Beaver Log
and Beaver News were passed
Sincerely
was postponed until further in-
formation is obtained
The meeting adjourned at
Patricia Nichols 73 p.m
To the Editor
began this letter with mixed
feelings of dismay and hope
dismay over the fact that Dr
Werinberg is being forced to loave
because he wasnt granted tenure
and hope that this terrible decision
will be reversed That professor
of Dr Wennbergs quality should
find himself looking for another job
is an obvious indication that some-
thing is wrong with Beaver College
Whether the fault lies with the stu
dents the administration the fac
ulty or all three am not certain
Certainly we as students should do
more to make our evaluations of
each instructor known befcre
things reach crisis stage as they
have now But communication is
two-way street in order to exist
it requires honesty on the part of
all those concerned Several things
lead me to believe that this lion-
esty in missing at Beaver
The cloud of secrecy covering
the decisions of the Promotion and
Tenure Comrnittcc has made it vir
tually impossible for the students
to know the truth about anything
Every time we try to learn the
reasons for decision we are told
that to give reason would require
breach of profe.sional ethnics
For students to even learn that
professor is being forced to leave
requires breach somewhere of
ofessional ethics Thus it is quite
possible for valuable instructors
to he quietly hustled out without
the students knowledge and by
the time they do learn what hs
happened its too late to do any-
thing about it
Those who ached why Dr Wenn
berg is leaving were told that to
answer this would be embarrassing
to him Such an excuse for the
lack of an answer would lead any-
one not knowing Dr Wennberg
to believe that any fuith.r ques
tions would force the faculty and
administration to divulge the her-
rible truth that nine bodies were
discovered in his cellar in addition
to the 16 found in his garden No
doubt cases occur in which fac
ulty member not graited tenure
would find it detrimental to him-
self to have the reasons for his
leaving disclosed However in the
case of professor such as Dr
Wennberg who has nothing to
hide such policy of secrecy can
hardly be considered favor even
though its passed off as such to
those who ask questions
recognize the need for pro-
fessional code of ethics but be-
lieve that to say professional ethics
permit no explanation for decisions
which endanger the livelihood of
professor and the education of his
students is to defeat the ver pur
pose for which this code of ethics
was created or am wrong in
assuming that the purpose of
college is to provide its students
with the best education available
and its professors with some de
gree of academic freedom and se
curity
Two rationalizations were finally
given for Dr Werrnbergs failure
to receive tenure The fist was
that there are already too many
members of the language depart-
ment with tenure It seems ridicu
bus for the number of people who
already have tenure to be decid
ing factor in whether or not an
excellent professor not to mention
the chairman of the department is
kept on the staff or forced to leave
That boils down to statistics and
statistics should never be rearon
for failing to keep professor wiao
has many valuable contributions to
make to his students and his ccl-
loge Interestingly enough at the
same time that Dr Wennberg was
denied tenure for this reason lie
was asked to recommend two other
members of the language depart-
meat for tenure if theres any
sense so that it
The other reason given was that
Dr Wennberg is not good teach-
or the fact that he was voted
by the students to receive the Lind
back Award for Distinguished
Teaching would seem to say that
he is good teacher It astounds
me that few people who have not
had the day to day experience of
.dtting in professors class can
presume to tell the students who
have learned great deal from
him that he is not good teacher
How do they determine this by
what they hear through the grape-
vine or by the kind of small-talk
he makes while gulping down his
lunch This must have been the
case with Dr Wennberg for
dont see how man with his wide
range of experiences academic
background and demonstrated abil
ity as teacher could have been
denied tenure if his credentials
which are quite impressive had
been seriously considered
What many will perhaps regard
as minor point but winch see
as rather important is the fact
that Dr Wennberg left another job
to come to Beaver oh the basis of
gentlemans agreement that he
would granted tenure He has
since learned that such was not to
be the case Unfortunately after
the run-around have gotten and
have seen others get when they
tried to object to professors
leaving am no longer so naive
as to believe some peoples word
to be worth very much Perhaps
Falstaff was right when he said
Honor is mere scutcheon for
People like Dr Wennberg whose
lives exemplify their own idea of
personal integrity come to expect
the same from others and find
themselves out in the cold only
hope this is kept in mind the next
time discussion of the Honor
Code comes up and students are in-
structed on the meaning of lion
or
Out of curiosity dusted off my
catalogue to see what Beaver Col
loge regards as Some of its alms
ran across an interesting state-
ment which reads Faculty are
chosen for their teaching ability
their personal interest in students
and their dedication to undergradu
ate libeial education The college
seeks to attract and retain faculty
who exemplify the ideas of liberal
educaiton in their lives
If the Lindback Award is not
regarded as sulllcient indication
of Dr Wennbergs teaching ability
then have doubts as to whether
the many letters written by his
students will be either Let me
just say that have had French
Literature and Honors Courses
with Dr Wennberg and was quite
impressed with both his creative
manner of teaching and his unusu
ally wide range of knowledge Be-
sides his immense contribution to
the language department his ver
satility and dedication to teaching
have made him an especially valu
able asset to the Honors Program
which needs professors like Dr
Wennberg if it is to be successful
As for personal interest in stu
dents just ask any of his students
how Dr Wennberg rates on this
and theyll tell you he deserves an
A-plus Student complaints that
we dont have enough opportunities
to just chat with professors do not
apply to Dr Wennberg who is xl-
ways inteiested in talking with
students If Dr Wennberg didnt
take personal interest in his stu
dents dont think he would both-
er to invite us into his home by
holding his Honors Colloquia there
Many little things Ive noticed have
led me to believe that Dr Worm-
bergs personal interest in his stu
dents extends to the point of sin-
cerely caring word whci
seems so trite when write it out
in comparison to what mean it to
represent If it were not true
ably not Care so much in return
Dr Wezmberg is also one of the
most dedicated professors know
dedicated to learning for learnings
sake and isnt that the mean-
lag of liberal education In his
classes he stresses not so much
the mere learning of facts as how
to evaluate them Into his French
conrse and Honors Colloquia he
brings the insight gained from
many and varied personal expar
iences and relates what we are
studying to the immediate world
When try to think faculty who
exempify the ideals of liberal edu
cation in their lives Dr Worm-
berg is really the first person who
comes to my mind the man is
interested in everything Rather
than just going through the mill
and taking the courses necessary
for his degrees Dr Wemiberg had
the interest in learning for its own
sake to audit all sorts of courses
in such areas as anthropology and
science Another demonstration of
Dr Wennbergs interest in oduca
tion and more specifically educa
tion at Beaver is the fact that
have probably seen him more often
than any other professor at such
things as guest speakers theatre
productions panel discussions do-
bates.
In the four years that have had
Dr Wennberg as an adviser and
professor have been continually
amazed by the many fascinating
things hes learned and done The
benefit from all of this experience
has gone to us his students
Theres so much Id like to say
about Dr Wennberg and why Ill
remember him long after Ive left
Beaver but that would take many
more words words whose meaning
is diminished in the saying will
merely finish by saying that if the
qualities listed in the catalogue are
due qualities Beaver professes to
look for in an instructor then
suggest it either keep Dr Wenn
berg or else change the catalogue
for in losing him Beaver will
be losing more than it can ever
hope to gain
Regardless of what happens
hope that Dr Wennberg will know
that those of us who have had the
privilege of knowing him care and
that well never lose what he has
given us only wish there were




Anyone who has ever taken
course with Dr Wennberg knows
the expression Ihonnete homme
honorable man Truly this is
perfect description of Dr Wean-
berg himseLf Can the same thing
be said about the admunstraticin
think not not in the light
of the underhanded events sur
rounding the decision not to grant
tenure to Dr Wen.nberg must
speak of administration in quotes
because th0 names of the people
respunsible for this decision have
been withheld from publication
Anyone who dares to question
the reason for this decision is told
that it would be breach of pro-
fessional ethics and embarrassing
to the professor This kind of eva-
siveness implies some fault with
Dr Wennberg This is not the
Case unless you define fault
as inspiring students to think for
themselves and to apply knowledge
from the classroom to everyday
life
As French major and more
important as Beaver student
am very disturbed that man with
the knowledge and ability to teach
on level that helps student
of remaining on the Beaver faculty
However can see Dr Wenmbergs
case as paradox in fact it Ia
net Dr Wennberg who is unworthy
of Beaver but Beaver who is Un-




few years ago Beavers For-
eign Language Department con-
sisted of small but competent
staff that lacked strong depart-
ment chairman who would be in-
novative in his approach and
highly competent in his adminis
tration The College was fortun
ate enough to find such person in
Dr Benkt Wennberg
have known Dr Wennberg for
four years He is one of the finest
teachers have ever had devoting
great deal of his time to con-
stantly improving his courses and
to introducing new and fresh ma-
terial of interest to supplement the
course work He is person who
regardless of his full schedule will
always welcome students and try
to be of assistance And perhaps
most important his outstanding
courses and his successful efforts
to improve the department have
been instrumental in drawing stu
dents to major in foreign lan-
guage am one of them
Dr Wennberg was also partly
responsible for designing and im
plementing the Honors Program
Judging from his preparation the
time and effort he contributed to
insuring an excellent seminar were
maximal
After all he has accomplished
Dr Wennberg is being forced to
leave
challenge the administration to
provide legitimate reasons for
their decision not to rehire Dr
Wennberg Their silence in the
matter only serv.es to convince me
that their decision is unfounded
challenge them to realize their mis-
take and to rehire Dr Wennberg
because if they dont it will be
everyones loss especially the
Colleges
Sara Little Sundheim 72
To th0 Editor
It has been brought to my at-
tention that some inane decision is
being bandied about concerning the
dismissal of Dr Wennberg
As teacher he has proved to
be unusually dedicated knowledge-
able and above all interesting How
many teachers can you say that
about As his student kicked
and struggled under tremendous
For over year have been
seeking the real reasons for denial
of tenure to me and termination of
my contract at Beaver Colldge
By every means and through aca
demic channels have tried to
have the decision reversed as
believe it to be unjust
left the State University of
New York at Stony Brook after
five years knowing that had
letter of guarantee of tenure and
sabbatical leave after one more
years service there but believing
that by coming to Beaver College
my educational background and
experience as teacher would have
greater expression and influence
Not until year ago was told
that did not meet the require-
month for continuous tenure at
Beaver College
work load climbed out on tn
branches and was sawed off
learned great deal about Fren
literature and gained an
Insight in coordinating 18
thinking in France with 20 con-
tury American problems
would like to presume to ad-
vise these decision makem that
they ought to listen carefully to
what the students are saying We
are the ones attending classes
either being bored into oblivion
or being entertianed and learning
some meaningful lessons think
the Beaver Deciders should in Vol
taires words cultivate your own
garden Hang on to the small
percentage of really great teaOhers




Some time ago learned that
Beaver Collage had decided to cut
Dr Wennberg from the faculty
Hoping that such rumor would
prove to be false or that Beaver
College would see fit to realize its
grave mistake this letter becomes
necessity not that it will rock
the world just send comforta
ble grateful thank yo to Dr
Wennberg and send slightly tin-
comfortable twitch to the adminis
tration
Such learned and concerned
professor as Dr Wennberg is in-
deed rare specimen Beaver was
lucky to have found him in the first
place and would be downright stu
pal to let him go Here i. pro-
fessor who possesses storeli
of languages and an underatanc
of the international enviroi
As an Honors student my ii
pendent study on the
in international relations was
written under the guidance of
Dr Wennberg and never ceased
to be amazed at his versatility
in the social sciences as well
as the humanities
Beaver you need Dr Wennberg
and your students need him You
need him for his untiring teach-
ing skills and attention for his
ability to consolidate the various
disciplines for his ability to de
bate discuss and help students to
clarify their ideas In the lqng




President of Pi Delta Phi 1971-72
my position was led to believe
that had very definite part to
play in the future of Beaver Col
lege
have served the College for
nearly five years When sever
connections with Beaver College
do so with clear conscience that
have given my best and that
have nothing to hide
commend the students of
day for searching for realities
They are locking for people with
purpose in life and institutions with
goal Furthermore they seem
to be saying that we no longer can
operate without mutual under-
standing and trust
support of many students and par-
ents in the present situation
Sincerely
Tuesday May 972
Sounds Of Concern For Dr Wenn
Sincerely
An Expression Of Gratitude
To Wennberg Supporters
To the Editor
that Dr Wennberg truly cares grow mentally philosophically end
about his students we would prob- emotionally is deemed unworthy
It is with gratitude therefore
that receive the confidence and
In the original negotiations for Eenkt Wennberg
Page Four
Editors Note The following article was re
printed from The Chronicle It clearly points
ont the liserimination against women in ednea
tion
The anger and the discontent of women are
sharpest in academia Although women have been
allowed to attend instiutions of higher learning
for
more than century many institutions have still
not got used to the idea To some degree most
colleges can be described as vast mens club where
women are at best tolerated as foreign visitors but
never admitted as equals for education is dcsigned
as though the only people who ever attended school
were young single and male Women are not seen
as serious students but as pleasant decorations on
the campus to brighten young mens hearts and
perhaps find husbands for themselves
What women are asking for is equality of op
portuflity Now certainly everyone agrees to that
But what does equal opportunity really mean
It is mole than asking ones colleagues if they
know god man for the job and then 3ftr the man
Is hired saying Of course Id have been glad to
hire qualified woman if could have found one
It is more than saying We want the best stu
dents we can find and then turning away young
women who are better qualified than the young men
accepted
Equal opportunity is more than saying
We be
lieve in equal pay for equal work and then paying
woman less because she is married and doesnt
need as mivh and paying another woman less be
cause shes not married and therefore doesnt need
as much
Equal opportunity is more than saying We treat
women fairly the same way we treat men but we
dont want young women in our department because
they get married We dont want married woman
because shell probably have children We dont
want woman with young children because she cant
possibly be committed And as for the woman who
waited until hr children were older shes much too
old for work or study and isnt it pity that shes
been out for so long and didnt start sooner
What women are asking for is to be free of the
myths that are used to deny them the opportunities
that are the birthright of their brothers
The percentage of women graduate students is
less now than it was in 1930 The expansion of fac
ulty in the post-war period
was largely one of male
expansion the proportion of women faculty has
dropped continuously over
the past 100 years from
third of the positions in 1870 to less than fourth
today Many institutions have lower proportion
of women faculty now than they did in 1930
Numerous studies have clearly documented that
women earn less on the campus even when identic
ally qualified In one study
that examined variety
of factors such as number of papers given at pro
fessional meetings honors publications and the like
womans sex even when identically qualified cost
her on the average about $845 per year
What women are asking for is essentially the
jabs that men now hold They are tired and angry
about being the cheap labor force of the
academic
community of being the last hired and the first fired
They want to become associate professors full pro
fessors department chairmen deans and yes even
college presidents Right now the best way for
woman to become college president is to get her
self to nunnery Were it not for the Catholic Sis
ters the number of women college presidents would
be far less than the number of whooping cranes
Perhaps the first affirmative action we should take




are going to have to be developed for on
some cam
puses there is no way for woman to go through
university or college channels
if she feels she has
be endiscriminated against on the basis of
her sex
Numerous women who have been actively fighting
sex discrimination have lost their jobs and literally
have no means of redress
Tenure rules can be revised so that women and
men can obtain tenure even if they work part-time
Already at Harvard Princeton and Stanford part-
time faculty can ascend the tenure ladder to
full
professorship albeit at slower
rate
Child-care centers are going to become part of
the campus although the need for them should have
been obvious long ago to those who held that women
were poor risks because of motherhood
These cen
ters should be available to the children of both male
and female faculty staff and students For those
who wonder where the money will come from for
these centers women are quick to point out the
lovely golf course and the expensive athletic facil
ities that many institutions are able to finance
Fringe benefits are coming under good deal of
criticism TIAA and other retirement plans based
on actuarial tables pay women less 16 per cent less
under TLA even though women contribute the
same amount as the men they have worked along
side The rationale is that women live longer
However the mortality gap between whites and
blacks is far greater than between men and women
yet we would all be up in arms if insurance compa
nies were to hove differential rate based on race
rather than sex
Maternity-leave policies are going to have to he
revised On some campues wives of faculty mem
bers can eel maternity caerage on their health in
surarn but women faculty members cannot get the
same benefit In other places women cannot use
sick leave for childbirth nor do they retain their
jobs if they leave even for short period for child
bbth or child-rearing
Nepotism rules need to be revised Recently
Stanford Oberlin and the Universities of Maine
Michigan and Minnesota have revised or abolished
their nepotism rules so that husbands and wives
can work in the same department provided both
meet the standards of employment and that neither
is involved in making employment decisions about
the other
Part-time work is going to have to be paid at
rate comparable to full-time work prorated Fringe
benefits for part-timers can be prorated as neces
sary
Like it or not we are going to see numerical
goals for hiring women This is required under the
executive order of federal contractors along with
timetables and plans for the achievement of these
goals Goals are very different from quotas for
quotas are fixed and exclusionary by definition in
contrast goals are flexible and are an attempt to
increase the number of previously excluded group
Under numerical poals no employer is ever forced
to him an unqualified person if the institution hon
estly seeks to find women and cannot meet its goals
there is no penalty if it has indeed made what is
called good faith effort The goals are merely
targets which the employer tries to attain
At the student level nothing short of OPfl ad
missions for women in dl coedun.tional institutions
can suffice There is no rationale for admitting stu
dents on the basis of their reproductive organs
rather than so the basis of their abilities Essenti
ally many institutions place ceiiing on the number
of alifled wmen rtiidents they will admit while
permitling admittance of men lfh lower qualifica
tions Girls need higher grades and higher test
scores to get into college Although the percentage
of women undergraduates has been inceasing since
the 1950s so that it is nOw 41 per cent it is still
less now than the percentage of women undergrad
uates that we bed in 1920 when girls were 47 per
cent of the irndwgaduates or in 1899 when 53 per
cent of cli iindergradirte degrees went to women
About 75 to 11 percent depending on the particu
lai Si udy of the well-qualified students who do not
go on to college are women
No loupe will women weep when dscrimination
hurts No louger will women grow hitter when de
nied the oppoitunities that are the birthright of
their brothes For women have something else to
do They have learned that the hand that rocks the
cradle can indeed rock the boat
Bernice Sundler director of the Associotion of
American Colleges Project on the Status and Edu
cation of Women presented version of this paper
at the annual conference of the American Associa




The new policy in effect now
through Friday May 19 1972 ex
cludes all high school students
exuept those in an honors program
from the library building High
school students who are in honors
will he allowed to enter the build
ing for brief period to sign out
materials These students as well
as the regular high schoolers will
not be allowed to remain in the
building to study
During the week of final exams
library hours will be the same as
they have been since February 15
1972 From May 22 to June 30
the library will be open from
am to 430 p.m and it will be
closed on the weekends From
July until Labor Day the hours
will be a.m to p.m on week
days and the library will be closed
on seekends Hours for the fall
semester will be posted in late
August
Mr Russell McWhinney College
Librarian has announced that any
Beaver student who has not re
turned all books to the library by
the end of the semester will have
her grades held Once student
has cleared her records she will
receive her receipt in the library
I-VR
The Specifics Of The College
Search For Equality Of Opportunity
Library 1Jutes
The Atwood Library has an
nounced the institution of an ex
perimental operating policy con
cerning the use of the library dur
ing the week of Beavers final ex
Teacher/Peace Corps Plan
Opens To Beaver Students
Beaver students now have the
opportunity to become members of
the Teacher Corps/Peace Corps
program The sponsors for this
program the University of Hart
ford in cooperation with the Hart
ford Public Schools will join forces
With the National Teacher Corps
and the National Peace Corps to
provide training program that
will prepare interns to teach in
Kenya at the secondary school
level in the areas of science or
mathematics beginning in 1973
According to release distrib
uted by the University of Hart
ford interns during three year
period will be enrolled in courses
at the university in addition to as
sisting in the mathematics and/or
science departments in Hartfords
inner-city high schools This on-
site training is planned to expose
the interns to number of innova
tive and challenging experiences
designed to prepare them for their
in depth teaching services in
Kenya
Requirements for application to
this program are few Applicants
must have bachelor degree in
mathematics or science from an
accredited institution They must
be in good health United States
citizen and must have in the opin
ion of the selection committee the
background and personality which
indicate they can do the job The
program is available to single per
sons and married couples with no
children
For further information and/or
application write to










This summer Radcliffe College The daily schedule runs from
will ooserve the twenty fifth anni to with some evening
veisaiy of its publishing proce sessions plus preparation time
dures course which prepares recent eluding daily assignments or pa-
college graduates both men and pers and/or required reading
women for career in book or Enrollment is limited Ac
magazine publishing The course must be recent graduates
which runs from July to August four-year college and show ca
11 has three-fold purpose to judgment and writing ability IS
convey an overall understanding of ing skill is essential Selection is
the requirements and opportunities based on college interests grades
of publishing skills and to bring and references from professors cc
students into direct contact with employers personal interview
publishers is recommended
actical instruction is provided For further information concern-
by more than forty pre-eminent ing the course and application pro
book and magazine executives The cedures contact Ms Nancy Gilpin
piogiam mixes seminars discus- Director Career Planning and
sions workshops and field trips Placement Office
JOHNS CLASSIC SUB SHOP
1532 EAST WADSWORTH AVENUE
Prompt Delivery CH 2-3100
FREE SODA with PURCHASE of PIZZA with COUPON
Please advise that you have coupon
this ad when ordering by phone
On Tuesday morning April 18
most Beaver students awoke to the
usual sights and sounds of morn-
ing birds chirping alarm clocks
ringing roommates chattering
This was not the case for one stu
dent who on that same morning
awoke to four bare walls and si
lence She was prisoner in soli
tary confinement
Diane Gross junior elementary
education major at Beaver spent
24 hours locked up in small room
on the ground floor of Thomas
Hall Her imprisonment was
voluntary for Diane had been
randomly selected from her Dcvi-
ant Behavior class to be the pris
oner in an experiment conducted
by Dr Norman Johnston The
purpose of the experiment was to
examine the effects of isolation on
human beings in confinement
Dianes imprisonment began
at 10 p.m Monday night and ended
at 10 p.m Tuesday night The
room contained one bed one chair
and desk with paper and pen-
cii The one window was covered
3het
Editors Note This article has
been reprinted from the one by
John Coyne Jr that appeared in
The AUernative magazine May
1972
If you want to know how poli
tician stands ideologically runs
one old rule of thumb look at the
enemies he makes And Richard
Nixon has made plenty
There have been enemies on the
left since the early 1950s when
Nixon helped to prove that Alger
Hiss charter member of the lib
eral establishment was moonlight-
ing as Russian spy
Thu it is never surprising
when the liberal left opens up as
it did for instance during the hear-
ings on the Supreme Court nomi
nation of William Rehnquist
nomination seen by Birch Bayn as
proof that rightist Nixon intended
to pack the court with Birchers
of the Robert Welch rather than
the Bayh variety
And so traditional enemies on
the left Nixons sympathies then
lie to the right
But wait ftuina lights fire
under conservatives already sizz
ling over the administrations pro-
posed family assistance plan and
what they regard as Americas
deteriorating defense posture
Suddenly there are enemies on the
right most of them supporting
conservative Congressman John
Ashbrook in the presidential pri
manes
Now Nixon has enemies to the
right as well as left But why
asks nonideological observer
cant everyone be friends
Conservatives after all should
be ecstatic about all the Supreme
Court appointments such appoint-
ments being among the most sig
nhuicant president can make
And liberals should be delighted
with the new China policy Recog
nition of Red China after all has
been one of the great liberal goals
for two decades and recognition
now seems inevitable
So why all the griping
tough question to answer
especially if youre ideologically
committed as am But If were
pressed suppose Id put it this
way
The ideologically committed be-
lieve they cannot express gratitude
for what they consider half mea
sures
Both conservatives and liberals
believe their constant ideological
opposition puts pressure on gov
ernment from both ends of the
ideological spectrum
It is important that this pres
sure be evenly and steadily applied
If one side lets up the other side
by Wendy Qievatier
with cardboard Dressed in the
uniform of waitress Diane was
given three meals and was escorted
to the bathroom by guards other
members of her Deviant Behavior
class who guarded her in shifts for
the full 24 hour period few
times the prisoner was checked by
the warden Dr Johnston
During her solitary confine-
ment Diane was particularly sen
sitive to several things did not
like not knowing the time at all
she said especially during the
hours between dinner and 10 p.m
When asked about how she felt
while confined Diane answered
Bored In fact she was so
bored that she made deck of
cards with some of the paper and
pencil supplied for the purpose of
writing down her thoughts
know how to play three kinds of
solitaire she admitted The
cards were promptly removed by
the warden
This is the second year that Dr
Johnston has conducted this cx-
the New Deal Fair Deal New
Frontier Great Society years
So you always fight to win
Its dangerous to relax dangerous
to content yourself with half mea
sures
But then comes related ques
tion Do we really want to win
Would for instance really enjoy
living in completely conservative
society
And here is the paradox for our
feelings about winning are ambi
valent few want to win very
much Many others although they
realize the importance of appear-
ing to desire total victory would
happily settle for much less
For the truth is that very few
nonfascist nonMarxist Americans
want true believer in the White
House America is neither right-
ist nor leftist nation and most
Americans are ideologically eclec
tic picking and choosing among
liberal and conservative positions
In other words just because you
favor seating Red China in the
United Nations you dont neces
sarily oppose Rehnquist
And so among the ideoloically
Thursday May 1972 was
most memorable evening for Bea
ver College On that day corn-
rnemoration of the Kent State
massacre the Little Theatre pre
seated Euripides play The Trojan
Women
thing to do with the Kent State
massacre However one cannot
ignore the poignant message that
it bears Being that our country
is now involved in most sense-
less war one can definitely associ
ate with the anti-war message
which erupts in every action word
and scene of the play Oh how
wise was Euripides when portray-
ing the evils of war
But now to matters at hand
The play was excellent Slow mov
ing at the very beginning it picks
up not only speed but quality as
the viewer becomes entwined with-
in the long and detestable suffer-
ings of Hecuba the queen of Troy
and her lot
Trojan women are the only few
who remain alive at the end of
long dreary war that is being
fought because of one woman
Helen She is the face that in-
deed launched thousand ships
and brought destruction to the gb
periment at Beaver Last year
Jane Robinson 71 served
term in Thomas The highpoint
of Janes confinement came when
she accidentally broke the
while knocking in response to two
of her friends singing Shall Bet
Released outside the window
Having shared in limited
sense the ordeal that many human
beings experience in prisons Diane
said One week would be enough
for me But three years is enough
punishment for anybody The or-
deal of solitary confinement is far
removed from most of us Per-
haps we can understand small
part of the loneliness and frustra
tion it involves through rh-
experience At one point during
her imprisonment she struggled to
open the window crack as the
handles had been removed and
forced the cardboard up few
inches wanted fresh air she
said It was beautiful day
wanted to see what was happen-
Ing
committed an odd ambivalence cx-
ists We fight for definite causes
but dont always desire to see those
causes triumph completely
And what does all this have to
do with Richard Nixon The ene
mies he makes tend to be commit-
ted to some strong ideological
viewpoint both left and right
And if you apply that old rule of
thumb the ideological extremes
represented by his enemies sug
gest that Nixon is that rarity
among American politicians
centrist
centrist president in country
whose unique greatness depends
upon strong center may not
really be bad thing But you
wont find those of us who are
ideologically committed admitting
that of course If we do we may
lose our leverage and If we lose
our leverage the country we fear
cannot remain centrist
Most of us can live quite nicely
in centrist country And Rich-
and Nixon with enemies left and
right He can live with them
Hes had practice
by Esther Goldstein
Paris and his family sparing only
his mother and his sister They
in turn are captured in shame to
become the slaves of their Greek
conquerors
The Trojan War is not only
mortal affair The gods are very
chess pieces on the scorched and
bloody chessboard of Troy The
message becomes clear Even the
victors are losers and war is but
tool of pain death and utter de
struction
The acting within this outstand-
ing play requires the utmost of
finesse and the actors within this
production did not fail to bring it
forth Monica Hand portraying
Hecuba was outstanding in bring-
ing forth the painful and remorse-
ful feelings of the conquered and
plundered queen Her daughter
Cassandra being played by Anita
Tiambeng is more than believable
she becomes the living Cassandra
in the eyes of the engrossed audi-
ence
Jody McPhillips who plays the
part of Andromache Is fabulous
and should be congratulated on the
standard of her acting Susan
Boulmetis appears as the beautiful
and selfish Helen who is the cause
Profile
really enjoy tutoring at
North
Hills Community Center said sen
ior Ruth Baronda who has been
tutoring for the past
two years
can aettmlly see the progress
some of the students have made
and its good feeling
The community center which has
library audio-visual aids games
and other facilities specializes in
tutoring junior high
and high
school sutdents few years ago
elementary school students were
also in the program explained
Ruth but there just arent enough
tutors now
Ruth stated that she likes tutor-
ing at North Hills because
of the
relaxed atmosphere The tutors
come more or less voluntarily
and
not necessarily from the education




credible As for the supporting
cast they were all splendid
and
added much to the already glorious
play
At this point instead of naming
all the others responsible
would
just like
to say that was
both
astounded and pleased by
the su
peniority of this play hope
that
in the future Beaver will produce
more plays on this high
level of
quality and content Yes the
wise
will fly from war but they
will not






yoked me to seriously reconsider
my future plans What type
of
initiative does language major
or any other student
of Dr Wenn







about to be re
leased Believe me this leaves




cant restrain myself from
asking Will Beaver College
be
existent In 10 or perhaps less
years and if so will
it be classified




mantown The kids come volun
tarily and most are interested in
advancing in their subjects not
just catching up commented
Ruth
She slated that North Hills ap
proached the Beaver Blacks who
in turn referred the program to
the Community Relations commit-
tee Ruth is the chainnan of this
committee and she coul.acts Dr
Norman Miller to recruit tutors in
addition to putting up posters
One advantage about North
Hills is that they provide the
transportation to and from the
center said Ruth The girLs tu
ton at night from to 830 p.m
and have complete use of the entire
center
Ruth explained that the major
problem she finds with her tutees
is that they dont bring their text-
books home because theyre al
lowel to do their homework in
class The kids seem to have
too much freedom she corn-
mented and this is definite
drawback in learning situation
If they dont want to do the work
they just dont do it and nothing
happens The teacher cant do
anything about it
One of Ruths tutees Henry is
taking geometry in school Hes
taking it and hes signed up for
it said Ruth but hes developed
such block against it that hes
not really taking it in
Ruth suggested that anyone in-
terested in tutoring at North Hills
next semester should contact Mr
Scott the head of the center The
more tutors the better it will be
concluded Ruth so that there can
be one to one relationship be-
tween the tutors and the tutees
Tuesday May 1972
24 Hours In Solitary Confinement
BEAVER NEWS Page Five
Ruth Baronda
Ca/LI iiim Jric4
Ruth Barnda as she helps one of her tutees at the
North Hills Community Center
by Debby Berse
Trojan Women Debut Memorable
One cannot assume that the much involved and play against
presentation of that play had any- each other using humans as their
suddenly becomes domiannt and
the result is one-sided ideological
hegemony as during for mstance
rious Greece as well as to the pros- of this bloody calamity Her part
perous Troy She is the one that is short but sweet and her act-
causes the fall of the house of ing is enchanting Scotty Jones
Priam and Hecuba and becomes and Cindy Artiste who play Posei






can be set up on en








Reception 11 a.m Castle
Luncheon 1215 to 145
p.m
Commencement 230 p.m
In this era of eroded superlatives it is pleasure
to see one whose meaning sticks when George Ber
narcl Shaw called the British caricaturist Beerbohm
The Incomparable Max he wasnt srtetching the
truth wit judging from centenary exhibition in
Princetons Rare Book Room at the Firestone
Library The pleasures of discovery were especially
rare for this Detroit prole for Beerbohm is the quin
tessential effete snob and lealning from ones
natural eaenies is the most fun of all
My Americanist eye is still roiling from his put-
down of blathery egalitarianism in sketch of Walt
Whitman trying with bland desperation to raise
dispirited even dyspeptic American eagle from its
very complacent perch Another bullseyed bit of
Americana is the neurasthenically thin Woodrocv
Wilson in cap and gown hectoring unlectunable
Senators fat and incorrigible la William Gropper
No surprise that Henry James was his kind of
American and there are friendly fixes of the novel-
ist But perhaps most merciless of all is skewering
of Rudyard Kipling poet/Bugler of impertahsm
whose facile equation with Chaucer and Shakespeare
by John Bull professor of literary history deflates
hfm pa.t the need for more air Dont miss the self-
portrait on the right as you enter humblest card-
boaad etherealized to minimalist wonder by an airy
pen and blob of orange/brown sealing wax for bla
button hole
Womens libbers will wonder at the absence of
ladies Wa it the unhetero bth of Oxbridge Club
culture or gentlemans unwilllngnes to inflict
infair pain on the fairer sex The nub of it Is
female absence from visual record of our century
that will delight as long as humans are dazzled by
such madmum of exaggeration with
The Introduction to Film eomse being taught
by Dr Patrick Hazard next semester wiU be held
on Wednesdays from p.m to p.m An hour
break will be given for dinner from p.m to
p.m and from p.m to p.m lectures will
resume end the filnis will be shown Any student
who is unable to view the films at this time will
be given the opportunIty to do so ot Thursday
eveiilng When repeat showing will be held at
the Glenside Free Library from p.m to p.m
ATIFENflON RISING SENIORS
Preferences are now being taken for the pub-
lication of the 1973 Log Distribution of the
book can etthor be in the fall of 1973 which
would Include gratluatio sprhlg shots poe-
sible cheapeir rates and later deadline for the
Log staff or in the spring of 1973 whIch wouki
mean the yearbook would be distributed by
graduation All rining senIors are requeeted to







The only TV program that never faiLs to infuriate
me is Hogans Heroes because it has left mu
lions of corrigibly innocent televiewers thinking
that Nazism was the fatass Gemtitlicheit of Schulz
plus or minus few failed escape plots in cur
favorite neighborhood Stalag Never has the men-
dacious consciousness of the Cold War so blatantly
damned itself as in these cute lies asi laughs about
that ugliest fever blister of European nationalism
Nazism The Nazis werent nutty but nice still an
offbeat are exhibited at New Yorks La Boetie Gal-
lery 1042 Madison at 77 street take the
bus from Penn Station shows us how they were
indeed bit nutty for whic1 the long-range sanity
of the human race can be thankful
The Nazi propaganda ministry in the full flush
of Ansehiuss aspirations organized 700-plus piece
of art exhibition in Munich 1937 called Degenerate
Art with Kunst in quotes Today we might call it
an anti-exhibition for its purpose was to show how
modernist artists mainly German expressionists like
Barlach Nolde Beckmann and others but including
soulmates from Switzerland Klee and Russia Ken
dinaky has cormpted Aryan taste with their Corn-
munist Jewish anti-master race ideas
When Hitler dedicated the Hall of German Art
next door he derided these modernists producing
Entartete Art Degenerate Art that his New
Order wns roplacing with the hining beautiful
human type extolling motherhood rural life pa-
triotism Misfonned cripples and cretans women
who could only inspire aversion men who are more
like beasts than men children Who as such were to
live must instantly be eoiMdered accursed of God
Hitlers Ultimate Solution for such artists was that
if they really saw things that way because of gene
tically defective vLion they should be sterilized by
the National Ministry of the Interior or if they were
perpetrating hoax punished by criminal courts
i.e gassed
Evil as Hannah Arendt reminds us can be banal
less than faustian in the modern world
catalog oh reserve in the Atwood Library The




The United States Environmental
Protection Agency has just an-
flounced an unusual summer fel
lowship program in Washington
D.C for outstanding college stu
dents interested in environmental
careers The project will involve
student investigation into such
present-day environmental research
concerns as Environmental Man-
agement Leisure in the Environ-
ment Quality of Life Future of
the Environment and Center-City
Environment Twenty-five stu
dents will be selected Other high-
lights of the program include pres
entations by EPA officials field
trips and the publication of the
students research findings
Students majoring in any subject
are eligible to apply Graduating
seniors planning to go to graduate
school in related field are also
eligible They should have high
Fall To Bring Course
In 20th Century Music
by Irene Heif ran
The music department is adding new course to its fall curriculum
Twentieth Century Music The course will be an in-depth study of
music from the Romantic period to the present period
Mr Frabizio chairman of the music department and instmctor of
the new cuorse believes that twentieth century music is divided into
three different time periods before World War between World Wars
and II and after World War He considers the two World Wars
to be social phenomena which caused changes in art philosophies which
in turn aected composers and compositions An exemple of this is
the resurgence of Interest in Germanic and Japanese composers since
World War from the French composers
Mr Frabizio thinks that our being aware of twentieth century
music is necessary since We are involved in it
The relatively narrow scope of the subject matter to be studied
as compared to the spectrum of musical time periods studied In the
symphony class will enable in-depth study Mr Frabizio feels that this
factor will facilitate students understanding of the why of musical
phenomena as well as the what
The classes will be in the form of seminars Mr Frabizie expects
the classes to be exchanges of philosophical ideas said very few lee-
tulle sessions
On May 1922 Pi Delta Phi held its last meeting of the
academic year to initiate new members and introduce the newly-










The French Prize for general hnprovement and outstanding
initiative within the French sections and was awarded to Cathy
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Minimal Max Equ Trippers Journal
by Dr Patrick Hazard
academic average and sincere
interest in environmental studies
FeUows will receive room and
board plus travel to and from
their residence and in addition
istpend of $1500 The program
extends from June 15 through Au-
gust 31 The deadline for applica
tions is May 22 Applicants se
lected for interviews will be noti
fled by May 26 Interviews at loca
tions throughout the country will
be scheduled for the week of May
29 The applicant must bear the
expense of the trip to the inter-
view Final selection will be an-
nounced Thesday June
Applications may be obtained
from Ms Gilpin in the Career
Planning and Placement Office Ms
Gilpin advises that qualified stu
dents pick up applications and sub-
mit them immediately
To underline the point for the slower Aryans in
the audience Klees work was paired with that of
schizcphrenics with you can guess whose superiority
The funniest backlash to this insane self-destructive-
ness of Nazi Culture comes from visitors to the New
York show then citizens of Munich they confess
now that the show turned them on to the meaning
of modern at Ive always liked German expression-
mm because it flatters the grossness of my own
sensibility but even found some fascinating new
nanies to savor for example Hannah Hoch
pioneer Dadaist maker of photomontage dont
miss her work in the furtherest reaches of the gal-
lerys back office
Martha Tomich
Laurie Haapanen
Meredith Hayden
JeAns Goldstein
